The organization of spinal pathways to ventrobasal thalamus in an experimental model of pain (the arthritic rat). An electrophysiological study.
The spinal ascending pathways responsible for neuronal ventrobasal (VB) thalamic responses elicited by joint stimulation of the posterior paw were determined in arthritic rats used as a model of experimental pain. Responses of a same neurone to mechanical (movement--pressure--brushing) or thermal stimulation (50 degrees C) were analysed before and after discrete lesions in the white matter of the spinal cord. For 6 neurones responding exclusively to brushing applied on a small receptive field (RF) strictly contralateral to the recording site, responses were not altered as long as the contralateral dorsal column was intact. Twenty neurones exhibited bilateral symmetrical RF located on the posterior paws including the ankles and for some units the digits. They were driven by moderate pressure and/or mild sustained joint movement and by immersion in a hot water bath at 50 degrees C. Their responses were not significantly modified when the lesions destroyed most of the dorsal and the dorsolateral parts of the spinal cord. In 16/20 cases effect of one hemisection of the cord was studied: when the hemisection was contralateral to the recording site (n = 8) VB neuronal responses elicited from the paw ipsilateral to this side were eliminated in 6/8 cases; when the 1/2 section was ipsilateral to the recording site (n = 8) the lesion induced the elimination of the responses elicited from the paw opposite to the recorded VB for one unit only. The involvement of the spino-reticular pathways which have not only a crossed but also a non-crossed component is suggested. This hypothesis is discussed by comparison to data previously obtained, showing that by contrast in healthy rats the spino-thalamic tract is essential for VB neuronal responses to noxious stimuli.